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Royal Commission institutionalised child abuse
The Anglican Church of Australia
Anglican Diocese of Grafton
Deed of release.
Setting aside settlement agreements
Att: Mark Speakman.
Attorney General
To whom it may concern.
I was a child in the care of the
in
Lismore NSW from April 1974 until November 1980. a period of almost 7 years.
During the royal commision it is my understanding the the representatives of the Anglican
Church stated that they would set aside the deeds and not raise them as a boundary for
victims coming forward and making a further claim and promised to work forward with
meaningful negotiations for settlements.
It is also my understanding the the Anglican Church has not raised any deeds until now.
However mid last year in my case have now raised the deed to test the Courts in New
South Wales
The defence has listed the deed in their defence document.
I have been advised by my legal team that in the supreme Court of New South Wales,
on the 21st February 2020 when a trial date was set, the legal team for the defence stated
that they would raise the deed, and relies on it as their defence.
(I do not at this stage have a copy of the transcript from the court at this stage)

I attach a copy of the defence document. Note: on page 5 clause 35 c.

Answers to Questions:
1: Yes
2: B & C and perhaps D
3: A,B and C
I am not familiar with the amendments to the laws in the other states and Don’t have a
legal background so I am unable to answer most of the questions.
Thank you.
Regards
I am available for contact on the above numbers if further discussion is required. Please
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